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Introduction



What do we want? Safe and Robust AI

I pattern recognition and decision-making algorithms

I that are robust: do their task as expected even in the face of disturbances

I and safe: do not have harmful consequences in any part of their operation



Counter Example 1: Unsafe exploration

I exploration: decisions made to obtain more
information on the environment

I often random as this allows covering the space of
outcomes

I unfortunately this may have negative consequences ...



Counter Example 2: worst-case outcomes

I often the agent cannot foresee some of the worst-case
outcomes

I these may come from nature (e.g. weather
conditions), adversarial attacks, or model errors

I in general, they are due to uncertainty in the
environment



Reinforcement learning with MDPs

Markov decision process (MDP)

I Agent observes environment state s ∈ S and then performs action a ∈ A.

I Environment returns the reward r(s, a) ∈ R and then samples the next state
s′ ∼ P ∗s,a.

I Decision problem:
I Find policy π : S → A
I (stochastic policy also often-used)
I Which maximises Vπ(s) = Eπ,P∗

[∑∞
k=0 γ

trt|s0 = s
]

I MDP is defined by tuple 〈S,A, P ∗, r, γ〉.
I Markov property: transition probability depends only on current state-action pair

(P ∗s,a)



Reinforcement learning with MDPs: Practice

I In RL, the dynamics and reward distribution of the MDP are unknown.

I Value-based: learn the value for each state-action pair.
For example, Q-learning [10] maintains a Q-table:
Q(s, a)← (1− α)Q(s, a) + α (r(s, a) + γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′))
I Approximation is needed for scalability
I For example, Deep Q-Network (DQN) [6] minimises the loss

L(θ) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼U(B)

[
(r + γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′; θ̂)−Q(s, a; θ))2

]
via repeated samples from a replay buffer B.

I DRQN [4]: modifies DQN for partially observable MDPs using LSTM network.

I Policy-based:
Loss function is directly dependent on the policy. E.g. PPO [9]



Meta-reinforcement learning



Learning how to learn

I Meta-learning involves learning how to learn

I Two interpretations:
I Self-improvement:

adjusting learning operations and/or representation
robustness to: assumption violations
key research question: efficient improvement on long-term hard exploration tasks

I Lifelong/continual learning:

robustness to: multiple tasks
key research question: how many tasks can a policy learn?



Self-improvement

I Ambitious goal: learning a learning algorithm by modifying its basic components

I Exploring and exploiting environments of unknown class
I Environment could be an MDP, POMDP, NMDP, . . .
I Is there some general principle for learning how to learn?
I Can the agent autonomously figure out which approach works?

I Schmidhuber’s work on Incremental Self-improvement [8]:
I Encoding learning procedures as part of the learning process
I Policy-modifying process (PMP):

a time interval allocated to performing learning procedures as well as interaction with the
environment.
PMP is ended when SSA is called.
Success Story Algorithm (SSA): evaluates PMPs on the success story criterion (SSC)
V (πtN , tN ) > V (πtN−1 , tN−1) > · · · > V (πt0=0, t0 = 0)
where V (πtk , tk) = (Rt −Rtk )/(t− tk) is reward velocity since the start of the PMP.
Pops back entries from a stack until SSC is true.



Self-improvement application: Active Adaptive perception
I Self-improvement with recurrent neural networks to provide

I Selective application of perception module with goal-based
exploration (SMP-DRQN implementation):

doQuntil(experience, maximal time, exploration rate)
initiate DRQN for the chosen time steps or until experience (goal)
is found
modifiable experience set (using setExperience) to determine
when to halt the network ;
when to use which exploration rate.

I Learn how to modify the perception module based on long-term
reinforcement (SMP-Fixed and SMP-Constructive
implementations)

I Learns how to use instructions for long-term reward acceleration,
for example:
I using or modifying neural network
I working memory instructions
I self-modification

I Does not get stuck in long-term environment with no time-outs
and no terminal states

Self-modifying policy π

Non-episodic maze



Limitations of Self-improvement

I no guarantees

I success depends on instructions (problem of prior knowledge does arise)



Active Adaptive perception paper

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., Townsend, N. C., & Sobey, A. J. (2019).
Learning to learn with active adaptive perception. Neural
Networks, 115, 30–49.



Lifelong reinforcement learning (LRL)

LRL aims to learn when presented sequence of tasks
(typically MDPs or POMDPs)

I Wide variety of approaches

I Commonality: combining task-specific
representations with global representations
where representation is e.g. parameters, NN
layers, or policies

I Key question: how many tasks can a
representation handle?



Lifetime policy reuse and the importance of task capacity

I Fixed set policies P = {π1, . . . , πNπ}, where Nπ ≤ Nτ
I Two policy selection strategies

I Adaptive: select based on past task-success
I Unadaptive: random choice at start of the run

I Policies are continually refined



Lifetime policy reuse and the importance of task capacity

I Successful application on:
I 27-task Cartpole MDP sequence: move cart to keep pole up

under 27 different configurations of the cart and pole
I 18-task POcman POMDP sequence: partially observable mazes

with different maze topologies and object of interest
(positive/negative, static/random dynamic/strategic)

I Effect of task-similarity: fewer policies needed

I Significant memory reduction possible when compared to
task-specific policies; also avoids temporary policies

Cartpole POcman



Lifetime policy reuse and the importance of task capacity
I theoretical task capacity:

I number of policies to ε-optimally represent all tasks
I task cluster analysis

I empirical task capacity:
I the smallest number of policies to ε-optimally represent all its

tasks, compared to observed performance of task-specific policy
I empirically computed by manipulating Npol → for a subset of

tasks reasonably covering the full task space

I importance of using task capacity for pre-selecting number of
policies
I lowered memory consumption for the same performance
I scalability to 125 Cartpole domain: worst-case of both metrics is

3 on 27-task domain → pre-selection of the number of policies
Nπ = 9 → with Nπ = 9, LPR is near-optimal on the 125-task
domain.

27-task Cartpole 18-task POcman
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Lifetime policy reuse paper

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Sobey, A. J. (2021). Lifetime policy reuse and
the importance of task capacity. ArXiv Preprint
ArXiv:2106.01741, 1–27. http://arxiv.org/abs/2106.01741



Resilient robot teams



Resilient robot teams

I Resilience: ability to rapidly recover performance from sudden,
impactful disturbances

I Integrated decision framework:
I template for decision-making strategies in resilient robot teams
I integrates decentralised control, change-detection, and learning
I helps identify 4 resilience strategy prototypes in the literature

I Applications examples:
I active and distributed sensing
I identifying and tracking dynamic anomalies
I collaborative mapping dynamic environments
I search-and-rescue
I traditional multi-agent tasks (foraging, coverage, flocking)

I Review paper with framework available as:
Bossens, D. M., Ramchurn, S., & Tarapore, D. (2022). Resilient
robot teams: a review integrating decentralised control,
change-detection, and learning. Current Robotics Reports.



Overview of approaches

I Perception-Action-Communication Loops

I Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning

I Embodied Evolution

I Offline Evolution with Online Adaptation: key benefit of rapid
adaptation to high-impact changes

I Explicit Task Allocation

I Stigmergy in Swarm Robotics



Offline Evolution with Online Adaptation

I Inspired by the “Intelligent Trial and Error” algorithm [2]:
I offline evolution: evolve large, diverse repertoire of policies

(thousands of policies in a behaviour-performance map M) in
simulation using quality-diversity algorithm; EA with mutation
and/or crossover operators but

map bins a population based on diversity over behavioural
features.
selection operator also applied across the map

I online adaptation: use map-based Bayesian optimisation to
optimise the policy after a sudden change requiring resilience

I Traditionally, applied in single-robot contexts and pre-defined
behavioural diversity

I Research questions: a) how does the approach apply to robot
teams? b) more useful and automated notions of diversity?
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Swarm Map-based Bayesian Optimisation (SMBO)

I Map-based Bayesian optimisation for robot teams

I Inter-robot communication of the selected
controller and its estimated performance

I Two algorithms, SMBO and SMBO-Dec



SMBO vs SMBO-Dec
SMBO

I 1 GP model

I Traditional UCB:

xt = argmax
x∈M\{x1,...,xt−1}

µt−1(x) + ασt−1(x) , (1)

I One central decision-maker

SMBO-Dec

I 1 GP model for each group (e.g. fault condition)

I Batch-based Bayesian optimisation (busy samples)

I Acquisition based on UCB with hard local penalisation [1]:

xt = argmax
x∈M\{x1,...,xt−1}

[µt−1(x) + ασt−1(x)]

Nb∏
i=1

φ(x, x̃i) , (2)

φ(xt, x̃i) = min
(
1,

||xt − x̃i||
E[ri] + γ σt−1(x̃i)

Li

)
. (3)

I Each robot a decision-maker.



Centralised adaptation experiments (SMBO)
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Key findings:

I SMBO rapidly close to maximal performance in behaviour-performance map (upper dotted line);

I SMBO-Uniform initially low performance → importance of prior;

I Random search and Gradient ascent over behaviour performance-map: low performance.



Decentralised adaptation experiments (SMBO-Dec)
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Key findings:

I SMBO-Dec outperforms other algorithms and even the homogeneous swarm maximum:
I Selective sharing is beneficial (heterogeneous swarm)
I Improved adaptation speed by using multiple workers
I Local penalisation is beneficial

I 2x-tasks (larger arena and more robots): lowered performance but higher percentage improvement



Swarm Map-based Bayesian Optimisation paper

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Tarapore, D. (2021). Rapidly adapting robot swarms with Swarm Map-based
Bayesian Optimisation. Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA 2021), 9848–9854.



Quality Environment Diversity (QED)

I The environment in which solutions are
evolved/learned is crucial for generalisation,
robustness, and complex skills (see curriculum
learning, works on reducing simulation-reality
gap, adversarial settings)

I How to define useful behavioural diversity? Does
it depend on environmental diversity, i.e. the
environment in which solutions are evolved?

I Quality Environment Diversity:
I define an environment-performance map
I bin solutions based on the environment which it

solves (e.g. cluttered arena with larger agent
density)

I based on a user-defined environment space
I selective pressure in different bins in evolution

leads to implicitly defined behaviour space

Normal environment

Cluttered agent-dense
environment

User-defined environment space



QED Results: performance

I Demonstrated across 250 fault injections (to
proximity sensor, wheel, range-and-bearing
sensor)

I Compared to various behaviour descriptors
(Systematic Behaviour Characterisation, SPIRIT,
Hand-coded Behavioural Descriptor)

I Trade-off: reduced performance in normal
environment but much higher resilience (closer to
zero)

R(M, EF |E) =
maxc∈M f(EF , c)−maxc′∈M f(E , c′)

maxc′∈M f(E , c′) ,

(4)



QED Results: Qualitative analysis
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QED Paper

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Tarapore, D. (2021). QED: Using Quality-Environment-Diversity to Evolve
Resilient Robot Swarms. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 25(2), 346–357.



Quality-Diversity Meta-evolution (QDME)
I We don’t know what will be the best behaviour

space for an adaptation problem. Why not define
behaviour descriptor automatically?

I Quality-diversity meta-evolution:
I Define a meta-genotype W , which parametrises

the behaviour space as β = φ(Wb), where φ is
a feature-map, b is a large set of base-features

I Evolve the meta-genotype to optimise
meta-fitness, which represents the objective of
the behaviour-performance map on the
adaptation problem

I This meta-evolutionary step is implemented
using CMA-ES, which allows relatively quick
convergence with a limited population size

I Behaviour-performance maps are formed from
meta-genotypes using a large database
(continuously updated with new genotypes and
their base-features)

QDME flow diagram



QDME experiments with linear feature-maps: hexapod robot
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QDME experiments with non-linear feature-maps: Robot arm experiments
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QDME experiments with non-linear feature-maps: Rastrigin function
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QDME experiments with non-linear feature-maps: hexapod robot revisited
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QDME papers

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., Mouret, J., & Tarapore, D. (2020). Learning behaviour-performance maps with
meta-evolution. Proceedings of the 2020 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference
(GECCO 2020), 49–57.

I Bossens, D. M., & Tarapore, D. (2021). On the use of feature-maps for improved quality-diversity
meta-evolution. Proceedings of the 2021 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference
Companion (GECCO 2021 Companion), 83–84.

I Bossens, D. M., & Tarapore, D. (2022). Quality-Diversity Meta-Evolution: customising behaviour
spaces to a meta-objective. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 1–11.



Safe reinforcement learning



constrained MDPs (CMDPs)

I Agent observes environment state s ∈ S and then performs action a ∈ A.

I Environment returns the reward r(s, a) ∈ R as well as the constraint-cost c(s, a) ∈ R, and then
samples the next state s′ ∼ P ∗s,a.

I Decision problem:
I Find policy π : S → A
I Which maximises Vπ(s) = Eπ,P∗

[∑∞
k=0 γ

trt|s0 = s
]

subject to Cπ(s) = Eπ,P∗
[∑∞

k=0 γ
tct|s0 = s

]
≤ d

where d is the constraint-cost budget.

I CMDP is defined by tuple 〈S,A, P ∗, r, c, d, γ〉.
I Markov property: transition probability depends only on current state-action pair (P ∗s,a)

I Key question: How to ensure constraints are satisfied during exploration as well as exploitation?



Explicit Explore, Exploit, or Escape (E4)
I Learning near-optimal CMDP policies with safe exploration

I Introduces constraints and safe exploration to E3 [5]

I Model-based approach:
I Model the CMDP P̂ , r̂, ĉ from limited T -step trajectories.
I Offline optimisation: use model to generate data, then estimate

value of policy.

I Exploitation policy (known states):
I CMDP model over the known states; known-state budget d′′ ≤ d.

I Exploration policy (known states):
I CMDP model over the known states; reward for finding an

unknown state; known-state budget d′′ ≤ d.

I Escape policy (unknown states):
I before applying escape, balanced wandering to make states known
I applying escape policy allows to return back to known state

before budget d′ exceeded.
I CMDP model over worst-case transition,
P ← arg maxP ′∈P

∑
s′∈S P

′
s,a(s′)Ĉπ,P ′(s

′, T |M̂S ) for all
(s, a) ∈ S ×A.

Exploitation Exploration

Escape Exploitation End



E4 theory
I Constrained simulation lemma: If model approximation close enough for a state, then
|V̂π(s)− Vπ(s)| < ε and |Ĉπ(s)− Cπ(s)| < ε (=known state)

I l-safe explore-or-exploit lemma: budget for known states should be set to some l ≤ d− 2ε
for safe exploration and exploitation from s (safe meaning Cπ(s) ≤ d).

I Safe balanced wandering lemma: stop balanced wandering as soon as predicted cost satisfies

C(pt) + γtmax
P∈P

max
at∈A

∑
st+1∈S

Pst,at(st+1)ĈP,π(st+1, T |M̂U ) ≥ d′ − cmax (5)

I Escape budget lemma: a budget for the escape policy is safe if it satisfies the following four
requirements for the trajectory of the true CMDP (combining the true CMDP in known and
unknown states) to be safe:
I diameter lower than minimal time steps to escape budget
I unknown-state requirement: escape budget accounts for future steps for safe return in known

states
I known-state requirement: escape budget accounts for path already taken in known states and

future steps for safe return in known states
I safe return requirement: there is sufficient budget ds left for safe return in known states, after

accounting for known states and the trajectory in unknown states.



Escape policy optimisation
I Uncertainty sets:

I Choice is very flexible.
I Usual robust optimisation: initially broad then more data makes it tight
I For unknown states this does not work (few visitations → too broad set → no guarantee to

escape)
I Local inference or prior knowledge can help

narrow Bayesian priors
action models: you know the effect of actions
(e.g. effect of going north in xy-coordinate state space)
local conditions: e.g. weather, near wall of arena

I MDP has limited diameter (D):
I D = maxs 6=s′ minπ:S→A T (s′|M,π, s)
I Otherwise no escape guarantee

I Different possible optimisers: policy gradient, dynamic programming, linear programming



E4 key features

Main results:

I Optimality: E4 finds near-optimal constrained policy within polynomial time

I Safe exploration: satisfies the constraint-cost budget throughout the whole lifetime despite
model errors

I Explicit separation between known and unknown states, allowing e.g. targeted and safe
exploration policies

I Contrast to alternative safe RL methods:
I traditional CMDP optimisation still violates constraints throughout exploration (see e.g. [7])
I LP or DP methods that assume dynamics are known
I Off-policy RL and others which do not include explicit constraint-functions

I Applicability: reachability assumptions

I Flexibility: incorporate prior knowledge and inference methods for unknown states

I Optimisation: use variants of DP, LP, or policy gradient based on worst-case dynamics



E4 paper

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Bishop, N. (2022). Explicit Explore, Exploit, or Escape (E4): near-optimal
safety-constrained reinforcement learning in polynomial time. Machine Learning.



Off-policy Evaluation

I Can we avoid exploration?

I Off-policy evaluation: evaluate a evaluation policy πe using trajectories from behaviour policy πb
I Traditionally, using importance sampling:

G = Eπe,P∗
[
H∑
t=1

rt

]

= Eπb,P∗
[
H∑
t=1

rt

(
H∏
t=1

πe(at|st)
πb(at|st)

)]
sample from πb and correct for the probability under πe



The curse of horizon
I The variance of the importance sampling estimator grows exponentially with the horizon of the decision

problem

I The estimator is given by

Ĝ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

r
(i)
t

(
H∏
t=1

πe(a
(i)
t |s(i)t )

πb(a
(i)
t |s(i)t )

)

where i indexes the trajectory of the state s
(i)
t , action s

(i)
t , and reward r

(i)
t at time t.

I Via Popoviciu’s inequality, Var(X) ≤ (M −m)2/4 for any random variable X with range [m,M ].

I Therefore:

Var(Ĝ) ≤
(

H∑
t=1

rmax

(
H∏
t=1

ρmax

))2

/4

=
(
Hrmaxρ

H
max

)2
/4 ,

where ρmax = max(s,a)∈S×A πe(a|s)/πb(a|s).



State-based importance sampling (SIS)
I Let SA ⊂ S and SB = S \ SA its complement.
I Then

A =

{∏
t∈[H]:st∈SA

πe(at|st)
πb(at|st) , if ∃s ∈ SA ∩ τ

1, otherwise

and

B =

{∏
t∈[H]:st∈SB

πe(at|st)
πb(at|st) , if ∃s ∈ SB ∩ τ

1, otherwise,

where [H] = {1, 2, . . . ,H}.
I Following covariance testing [3], the expected return can be rewritten as

G = Eπb,P∗
[
G

(
H∏
t=1

πe(at|st)
πb(at|st)

)]
= Eπb,P∗ [GAB]

= Eπb,P∗ [A]Eπb,P∗ [BG] + Cov(A,BG) because Cov(X,Y ) = E[XY ]− E[X]E[Y ] .



State-based importance sampling (SIS)

I Following covariance testing [3], the expected return can be rewritten as

G = Eπb,P∗ [A]Eπb,P∗ [BG] + Cov(A,BG)

I We can use accurately estimate G using the random variable BG based on off-policy samples from πb
if:
I Condition 1: Eπb [A] = 1. Verify empirically with search algorithm.
I Condition 2: Cov(A,BG) = 0. Verify empirically with search algorithm.
I Condition 3: states s ∈ SB have low maximal action probability ratio. e.g. for uniform random πb,
ρmax = 1/εH .

I Denoting the subtrajectory τB := {t ∈ [H] : s
(i)
t ∈ SB} and MB := maxτ∈τB |τ |, we have

Var(ĜSIS(SA)) ≤
(
Hrmaxρ

MB
max

)2
/4 . (6)



Search algorithm for SIS

I Goal: find the ε-negligible state-set SA that minimises the MSE when applying SIS on SA.

I Start with best← ∅ and user-defined ε > 0.

I Iterate over subsets SA ⊂ S.

I Check if sample average satisfies |Ā− 1| < ε and the estimated covariance satisfies Ĉov(A,BG) < ε. If so,
this implies ε-negligiblity, i.e. Condition 1 and 2 are satisfied approximately, and continue to next step.

I Compute M̂SE(ĜSIS(SA)) = V̂ar(ĜSIS(SA)) + Ĉov(A,BG)2.
I Set best← SA whenever either M̂SE(SA) < M̂SE(best) or

M̂SE(SA) < M̂SE(best) ∗ (1 + ε) ∧ |SA| > |best|.
I Return best.



SIS experiments on lift domains
I Lift states. A lift state s ∈ S is a state for which
P ∗(s, a) = P ∗(s, a′) and r(s, a) = r(s, a′) for all pairs of actions
a, a′ ∈ A. The set of lift states for a domain is denoted by SL.
Lift states intuitively captures the covariance condition (see
Condition 2) since the action probabilities, and therefore their
ratios, do not affect the expected return.

I Two selected domains with lift states:
I Deterministic:

πe always takes optimal action
transitions always according to direction (lift arrow or else agent
action)
implies every lift state is traversed equally on average (Condition
1 OK for SA = SL)

I Stochastic

πe takes optimal action with 99% probability
transitions with 99% probability according to direction (lift arrow
or else agent action)
more variable visitation frequencies (Condition 1 not OK for
SA = SL so search algorithm needs to check)

Terminal
rt = −1

← ← Terminal
rt = +1

→→Start



SIS Results

I SIS on lift-states works best for deterministic – this is where setting SA = SL
yields Condition 1 (approximately)

I SIS with search works best on stochastic – here one can selectively optimise
negligible state-set (not necessarily all lift-states)



SIS paper

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Thomas, P. (2022). Low Variance Off-policy Evaluation with State-based
Importance Sampling. ArXiv Preprint.



Looking back at Safe RL Workshop @ IJCAI 2022

I One-day event on various approaches to safe reinforcement learning

I Invited talks and contributed talks

I Contributed papers

I Overview of the workshop:
https://sites.google.com/view/safe-rl-2022/homepage

I Safe RL 2023? Stay tuned ...

https://sites.google.com/view/safe-rl-2022/homepage


Concluding remarks



Concluding remarks

I Robustness and Safety are key challenges to AI

I Presented a few important results today:
I Self-improvement: robustness to assumption violations

(sparse rewards in non-episodic environment) through
lifetime reward acceleration criterion

I Policy reuse: robustness to multiple tasks improved when
accounting for task capacity

I Offline evolution with online adaptation, allows rapid
adaptation to faults and environmental changes, for
resilient robot teams

I Constrained MDPs: the E4 algorithm for safe exploration
yielding near-optimal policies

I Off-policy Evaluation: avoids exploration; state-based
importance sampling technique for mitigating the curse of
horizon

I Thanks for your attention! Any questions?
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